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11.
RAILROAD DITCHING MACHINES WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE AMERICAN RAILROAD DITCHER.
The drainage of a railroad roadbed thru cuts is an impor-
tant factor in the maintenance of the road and is one of the most
troublesome and difficult problems that the maintenance of way
department of our modern railroads is called upon to meet. These
cuts must be drained. If the ballast, ties, and rails are laid
in the bottom of the cut without draining ditches at the side
of the roadbed (as the ballast, ties, and rails are called) the
moisture seeps thru the ballast, softens it, and the heavy trains
soon pound holes into it at the softened spots. These holes must
be repaired at once. If not, they rapidly grow worse, the rail
becomes "surface bent", i. 8., is bent concave to the wheel, and
if still further neglected, it breaks when a train passes over
it, and a wreck results. If the repair is attended to before
the rail breaks or after it has become "surface bent", a new one
must be substituted, because it is almost impossible to straighten
e "surface bent" rail. These repairs are usually attended to
before the rail becomes bent, but even the disease is not cured.
It is merely palliated. It will be readily seen that these
repairs, at any of the three stages is expensive. The remedy is
obviously surface drainage ditches sufficiently large to carry

off the water which drains into the cut from the top, under
ordinary circumstances. Another feature which complicates
railroad drainage is the condition of the soil at the top of a
cut. A pond or other shallow depression sometimes exiats at the
top of a cut or springs may be encountered in making the cut.
This water percolates thru the soil, softens it, and it slides
into the cut covering the tracks, frequently causing disastrous
wrecks. The usual solution of this problem is to cut a series
of tile ditches leading from the pond or spring down into the
bottom of the cut and drain the water thence to a point where
it can do no further damage. This thesis is concerned only with
the surface ditches in the cut and does not discuss the drainage
of the slope of the cut, or of the land at the top of the cut
but a close relation exists between the surface ditches at the
bottom of the cut and these ever menacing slides. A drainage
ditch at the bottom of a cut will not prevent a slide when water
has been working in the soil, but when the slide does occur, the
dirt frequently stops in the ditch and piles up there doing no
further damage to the track and roadbed unless it is unusually
large, in which case the ditch may not contain it and then the
damage done will depend upon circumstances.
Experience has shown that these drainage ditches, even tho
they must be cut by hand at heavy expense, are cheaper than the
repairs necessitated by water in the cuts which are not provided
with drainage ditches, and act as a cheap and effective insurance
against a large percentage of dangerous slides.

The problem has been, and is now, to cut these ditches as
cheaply as possible. The ordinary laborer will load on a flat
car about three- four ths of a cubic yard an hour under good
working conditions, i. e., dry cuts, reasonably easy material
to handle, and a good boss to make him work. The latter is
indispensable. He must be paid |l.50 a day, and if he can work
ten hours, the dirt costs for labor alone loaded on the cars,
twenty cents per cubic yard. Interruptions from train service
and unloading the work train usually cut this daily output of
7^ yards per man to 3^ which makes it cost forty cents on the car.
It can be safely said that it costs more per cubic yard to take
dirt from a drainage ditch than to handle it at any other point
on a railroad. This high cost of ditches was recognized years
ago, and machines of various types have been built and used in
an attempt to cut down this cost.
The purpose of this thesis is to review the development of
railroad ditching machines thru its various stages, giving the
capacity and limitations of each type, down to the present time,
concluding with a careful discussion of the American Railroad
Ditcher, manufactured by the American Hoist & Derrick Co., of
St. Paul, Minn., which is conceded by all familiar with this kind
of machinery, to be the most efficient railroad ditcher built.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to show how the manufacturers
arrived at the dimensions and weight, of the shafting, castings,
etc., hence the mathematical calculations involved in the design

of the machine are purposely omitted. The discussion of this
particular machine will be confined to a description of the
machine as it is built today, with reasons for building it so,
the work possible to it, the reasons for its superiority, and
the possible future developments of tne machine.
The problem confronting the designer of a ditching machine
is to construct a machine which will cut a ditch of any depth
to three feet, varying in width from four to eighteen feet,
maintaining the inner edge of the ditch parallel to the rail on
both curves and tangents at any distance, from one to four feet
from the rail. It must not undercut the slope of the cut at
any point. The depth and cross section of the ditch must be
uniform at all points. It must ioad the dirt from the ditch on
a train of flat cars; must be easily portable. The ditch should
be a round ditch instead of a rectangular one, because it does
not fill up so quickly as the rectangular type.
The first cost of the machine and its design and construction
must be such that the interest on the investment and the deprecia-
tion of the machine plus the cost of cutting such ditches as
those above described shall be less than it costs to do the same
work by hand.
If such a machine can be designed and built and also be
used as a steam shovel, light locomotive crane, pile driver,
double line grab bucket operator, track layer, light wrecker, etc.,
its value is immensely increased. The machine which meets the
first qualification, regarding the type and size of the ditch,

the second regarding the cost of the ditch, keeping the later
at the lowest possible figure, and possesses the greatest
number of the last named qualities and the ability to do each
well, will be most widely sold.
The difficulties which the designer meets in bringing his
ditcher up to these requirments are aggravated by the impossibil-
ity of determining mathematically the size and materi *1 of
shafting, gears, castings, forgings, and other parts which enter
into the construction of the machine. It is possible to
calculate the sizes of various parts of a machine only when the
strains can be accurately determined. These strains can not be
calculated in excavating machinery because of the shock received
by all parts when digging. The first shock occurs when the
dipper enters the dirt, and innumerable shocks may be received
when the shovel is being pulled thru the dirt, due to its
varying density. The slewing gears and shafting will receive
very heavy shocks if the operator is careless and permits his
dipper to strike the bank or the cars or reverses his direction
of slewing too quickly. The operation of all excavating
machinery is controlled by a human operator instead of running
automatically like a prime mover generating elective power,
hence the strains set up in the machine are due to the conscious
or unconscious caprices of his temperment. Hence, the only way
to determine the dimensions of many parts of this class of
machinery is to build a machine as light as the designer*
s
judgement will permit, then put it to work and increase the size

of parts which prove defective. The design of excavating
machinery, for these reasons, is difficult and can be successfully
done only by those who have had experience with such machinery.
There are three distinct type3 of ditching machines in use
on American railroads, each type representing a stage in the
solution of the ditching problem and in the development of a
satisfactory machine.
The first type is the scraper type of machine, represented
by the Mahoney and Doddridge ditchers; the second, the steam
shovel type, represented by the Marion and Browning ditchers;
and the third, the locomotive crane type, represented by the
American ditcher.
The scraper type of ditcher works on the scraper principle,
one or two buckets being dropped down from the side of a car and
being pulled thru the cut by the locomotive until the buckets are
filled with dirt. These buckets are then hoisted and dumped on
the train. This type of machine is illustrated by Pig. #1 #
The use of these machines is confined to ditching, their
construction being such that it is impossible to use them for
anything else. The cuts must be comparatively free from rocks
because the locomotive is so powerful compared to the strength
of the machine that it would tear the latter to pieces when the
bucket struck a rock unless the rock gave way first, and in that
event, the machine would be severely strained. The three
essentials of a ditcher, however, uniform depth, uniform shoulder,
and avoidance of under cut slopes can be obtained with this type
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of machine. The dimensions of the ditch is limited both in
depth and width and is sometimes not great enuf to meet the
requirments. The chief objections are its limited field of
usefulness and its small capacity in that field, ditching.
The steam shovel type of ditchers, represented by the Marion
and Browning machine is shown in Fig. £2. This type of machine
is only a slight improvment on the scraper type, so far as
ditching is concerned, but it marks a big advance in the
auxiliary uses of a ditcher. The only point wherein it improves
on the scraper type in ditching is in its ability to work in
rockier cuts.
The steam shovel principle applied to ditching work is wrong.
The dipper stick runs back and forth thru the boom and there is
no way of determining how far to run the dipper out in making a
stroke; thus the uniformity of the depth of the ditch depends upon
the skill of the operator, and no operator is skillful enuf to run
the dipper out to the same point at each stroke.
The steam shovel type of ditchers does have auxiliary uses
which the scraper type does not possess. It can be used in
ordinary steam shovel work, to handle ties, load and unload rails
if the boom is long enuf, etc., while the scraper type can be
used only in ditching.
If the steam shovel ditcher is provided with boom engines
to force the dipper into the dirt, it brings severe punishment
on the flat cars in the work train. This ditcher works at right
angles to the car, and, as the stroke is commenced, steam is

Fig. 2.

admitted to the boom engines to force the dipper into the dirt.
This tends to lift the weight from the wheels nearest the dipper
and transfer it to those farthest from the dipper, thus bringing
all the weight of the dipper suddenly onto the outside sills of
the car. This weight is transferred so suddenly to this sill
that it becomes tr impact and sets up strains that break the sill
and render the car useless.
Manufacturers of steam shovel ditchers have decreased the
possible usefulness of their machines by using short booms,
connecting the travelling gears to the sources of power by jaw
clutches instead of frictions, using reversible engines, etc.,
and thus making them generally inflexible. These machines could
be remedied in this particular by changing their design and
construction, but the present selling price would have to be
increased so that it would be nearly that of the American
ditcher (the subject of this thesis).
The principle of the American ditcher, as will be shown, is
so far superior to the steam shovel principle, that the average
railroad man would prefer the American to any steam shovel type
of machine, if the price were the same as the other, or nearly
the same, even tho the two machines were equally flexible and
equally proficient in their auxilliary uses.
A cranesman to regulate the depth of the ditch is necessary
in all steam shovel ditchers, and is not necessary with the
American ditcher. This increases the operating expense of the
steam shovel type of machine.
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The steam shovel ditcher cannot be said to have been a
successful one up to this time, and its future success is doubt-
ful.
The locomotive crane type of ditchers, of which the
American is the only representative, has been successful. It
possesses the requisites for a ditcher, namely, the ability to
cut round ditches of uniform cross section with well preserved
shoulders at any distance up to twelve or thirteen feet, from
the center of the track, varying, the depth from nothing to three
feet, the width from six inches to twenty one feet, without
undercutting the slope, and combines with this capacity all of
the flexibility of the machine from which it was developed, the
locomotive crane. The depth and width of the ditch and width of
the shoulder are all inter-dependent, tho each may be varied with-
in certain limits, without effecting the others. When this
limit, however, is exceeded, the other dimensions will be
affec ted.
The American ditcher was developed from the locomotive crane
by making it lighter so it could work on top of an 80000$ capacity
flat car, adding a dipper swung at a fixed radius from the center
of the boom, an extra drum to pull the dipper back, and making
a few changes to meet the requirments of a ditcher. The design
is essentially that of the locomotive crane, altho it must not
be supposed that the design of this machine could be embodied in
a ditcher without change. The principle of the machine has
remained the same from the time the first was built, but the
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modifications of the original which experience has shown to be
necessary have been gradually and painfully worked out until
the present American ditcher has been developed.
A general view of the me chine is shown in Fig. // 3 , Photo
1698. The dipper swings at a fixed radius from a pin at the
centre of the boom.
The depth of a ditch which is being cut will always be the
same as long as the boom remains in the same position, and this
construction used to secure this uniformity in depth.
Small dippers foul so badly when working in sticky material
that they will not dump. The boom plunger is provided at the
tip of the boom to push this sticky material thru the dipper.
This boom plunger is possible only to a machine which swings its
dipper at a fixed radius, and is peculiar to the American ditcher.
Some method of bringing the dipper back into position to
start a cut must be employed, and this machine is provided with
a pull back drum to pull the dipper back into place. The dipper
can be thus pulled back to any desired point and the shoulder
line of the ditch preserved parallel to the rail either on curves
or tangents.
Nonreversing engines provided with a throttling governor
are used and these engines run over at full speed when the ditcher
is working. All motions are controlled by frictions and bevel
gears so that all motions may be made independently or in
combination with any number of other motions and each may be
reversed without interfering with any other. Thus the dipper may

Fig. 3
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be hoisted, the boom slewed to the right, the machine traveling
forward, and the boom being hoisted, and the boom then slewed
to the left instead of the right, while all other motions
continue undisturbed. The combination of traveling, slewing,
8nd hoisting or pulling beck, the dipper is often made in
practice, with a frequent reversal of traveling and slewing
motions. The position of the boom is seldom changed. The advantage
of this design is apparent at once when we recognize that the
operator can thus reverse any motion without stopping all others
to reverse his engine in order to secure the reversal of the
one desired motion. The speed and capacity of any machine
designed and built with reversible engines would be much less
than one having nonreversing engines.
Horizontal engines without superimposed drums are used to
keep the center of gravity as low as possible, to render the
machinery accessible, and to give the operator a clear view of
his work. The operating levers are placed at the side and well
to the front of the machine to put the operator as close to his work
as it is possible for him to be.
Pig. 4 and 5, Photos 1359 and 1543 give good general views
of the making on the deck. All spur gears above the deck are
cut steel gears except those at F, which are used to hoist the
boom. A steel ring is shrunk onto a cast iron center and the
teeth then cut in the gear blank thus made. Drum A is the pull
back drum, and drum B is the hoisting drum, each being provided
with a brake band. These two drums are both operated by lever K.

Pig. 4

Fig. 5.

When K is pulled toward the operator, the friction in B is set
and the friction in A is released allowing drum B to hoist the
dipper, the pull back line reeling off druir. A. When lever K
is pushed forward, friction A is set and friction B released,
pulling the dipper back into position to start a stroke. Thus
all motions of the dipper are controlled by the two front drums
operated by one lever, D. Drum C is a double traveling drum
placed above the exact center of the truck. Lever L operates
this drum, setting the right hand friction when it is pulled
toward the operator and releasing the left hand friction,
thus transmitting power thru the miter gears to the central
vertical traveling shaft, from that to the horizontal traveling
shaft, and from that to the axles themselves. -hen the lever
is pushed from the operator, the opposite friction is set and
the machine travels in the opposite direction. Drum D is a
double slewing drum, controlled by lever M the same as drum C
is controlled by lever L . Power is thus transmitted down thru
gearing to the slewing pinion,
The cylinders (one shown at 6) generate the power applied
to crank disk H , on the shaft of which is mounted a cut steel
pinion which meshes with drums B and C, B then meshing with A,
and C with D.
The left hand ena of drum shaft B carries loose pinion P,
(Fig. 1359 and 1543) and the conical cap at its right (viewed
from the rear of the deck). The corresponding male cone,
which fits into this female cap, is keyed to the shaft. Lever

N (Fig. 1359) operates this friction, pushing loose pinion and
female cap F against the male cone keyed to the shaft, thus
transmitting power thru the gears F to the small drum P (Fig.
1543). Drum P holds the line which hoists the boom. This
drum is held in place by the brake on the right hand end of
the shaft, which in turn is controlled by wheel (Fig. 1359).
This V,ra &§ is loosened only when the boom is lowered. A
ratchet and dog inside the drum casing and under the brake band
permits the boom to be hoisted without loosening this brake
bar.d
.
The short mast I supports the boom from the mast top and
the boom hoist drum. Fc irty rods secure the boom to the deck
casing, two large ones running from the mast top to the deck
and two smaller ones from a point about a foot below the brake
wheel to the deck.
The boiler is shown at J. A. more detailed description
follows. Water is carried in tank Q which holds 400 gallons,
and coal in a bunker located at R, which holds 1200 pounds.
Two injectors are provided, a Penberthy for high pressures,
and a Hancock for low pressures. The boiler is lagged and
provided with all necessary accessories.
The deck casting is shown in Fig. 1560. A solid casting
is used instead of a structural steel frame because it affords
a rigid foundation for the machinery on top. The rivets in a
built up steel frame will work loose under the jolts and jars
which it must withstand. This loosening of the structure

permits bearings to get out of line so they run hot, opens and
closes the distance between the gears and cause them to wear
rapidly, is otherwise hard on the machinery, so is much inferior
to a solid casting. The top roller path which will be referred
to later is shown bolted to the bottom of the deck casting.
The truck is shown in Pigs. 6 and 7, Photos 1602 (Top
view) and 1603 (Bottom view). It, too, is on solid casting so
made for strength and rigidty. The vertical shaft shown in Pig.
6 is the traveling shaft meshing with the traveling drum gears
on the deck. The bottom view of the truck, Fig. 7, shows the
shafting design and construction. All gears are enclosed in
oil tight cases and run in oil. The gears are all steel castings
The horizontal traveling shaft is supported by four steel boxes
fastened to the casting by four large studs and two dowels. It
is believed that no condition can ever arise that break these
boxes away from the truck castings. The standard gage wheels
have bearings on each side.
The double tread wheels are used when working on top of
flat cars. Pig. 8 shows plainly how these wheels work. This
arrangement keeps the center of gravity always in the center of
the csr, and permits the machine in moving its track sections,
as shown in Pig. 9, Photo 1573, to do so more rapidly than it
would be possible to do is these sections were of the same
gage and had to be placed carefully end to end.
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Pig. 7.







mounted on this costing. A steel structure built up of I
beams, channels, etc., might be used, for this purpose, but the
rivets soon work loose under the heavy shocks and the structure-
does not afford the rigid foundation that a single casting
would, hence the use of the casting.
The top view of the truck is shown in Fig. 11, Photo 1602.
This piece is made from one casting for strength and rigidity,
the same as the racer. The shaft extending up thru the center
is the practical traveling shaft whose top miter gear meshes
with the miter gears on the double traveling drum, and trans-
mits the power from this drum to the horizontal traveling shaft,
whose gears in turn mesh into those on the axles. All of these
gears are steel castings made by the Tropenas process. Fig. 12
Photo 1956 shows the bottom of the truck.
The standard gage wheels are used when working on the
surface track. Attention is called to the support given the
horizontal traveling shaft. Four cast steel boxes are provided
and each box is held to the truck by four large studs and two
dowel pins. All bearings on this truck sre made of bronze.
The gears are all enclosed in. oil tight cases. This was found
to be necessary because the ditcher would frequently run into
piles of stones on the car and these stones would get between
the teeth. The gears were not broken but the studs holding
the boxes supporting the horizontal traveling shaft, were broken
An accident of this kind is impossible with the present construe
tion. and the life of the gears is lengthened by running them
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in oil.
The roller path system shown in Pig. 11 is a remarkably
fine piece of mechanism. The under roller path and full gear
are one casting bolted to the top of the truck by ten heavy
studs and four threaded dowel pins. This roller path is
turned to fit the sixteen steel conical rolls shown in the same
photo. These rolls are exactly 22^ degrees apart, so spaced
by radial spacing shafts, projecting from the line ring. This
line ring with its rolls in position is loose in the roller
path, and free to revolve. A similar roller path is bolted
to the bottom of the racer and fits down onto these rolls; thus
as the racer revolves, it rolls on the sixteen conical rollers.
Oil is poured into the roller path from the deck so that they
are always properly lubricated. The rolls themselves, which are
bronze bushed, are also lubricated from the deck. Oil is
poured from a pipe extending to the deck into the spacing ring.
The oil then flows from this spacing ring thru the oil channels
into the bronze bushing of the rolls. The roller paths are made
of a mixture of cast iron containing 20^ steel to make them
hard. Two coupons are cast on the inside circumference of the
roller paths against a chill. The foundry foreman breaks off
one of these coupons as soon as the casting is cold and breaks
it in two to observe the fracture. The coupon must be chilled
three-eighths ofan inch deep or the casting is rejected. The
machine shop foreman then does likewise with the remaining
coupon which must stand the same test. If the coupons stand
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this Lest, castings hard enuf to stand the constant wear are
insured.
The racer is held to the truck by a gib ring bolted to
the top roller path and fitting into the recess B, Pig. 11.
Metal shi ni s are inserted between this ring and the top roller
path to which it is bolted, and they are removed as the rolls
and paths wear, thus preventing any lost motion.
The advantages of this design and construction are many.
There are so many rolls that the strains are well distributed
and no one roller takes more than its proportionate share. The
wear is correspondingly reduced. No large stones or obstructions
can lodge on the paths and prevent the rolls from functioning
properly, and dust is practically all excluded. An open roller
path wears rapidly. Stones which lodge on the path do not
permit the rolls to turn and they slide, wearing flat places
on the circumference. A heavy shock will result whenever the
roller passes this flat place thereafter.
The American turn table device brings all strains on the
entire roll because of the double path. An open roller path
necessitates journaling the rolls to the racer in which case
only the metal directly under the journal to the circumference
is under compression. This is obviously more severe than if
the whole roll is under compression.
The greatest advantage which the American turn table
design and consrtuction has oyer its rivals, however, is in the
method of tying the racer to the truck. The gib ring method
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previously described distributes forces generated by digging
or by handling heavy weights over the entire rear half of the
circumference of the gib ring. The open roller path system
in use on all other ditchers and locomotive cranes as well,
necessitates a large hollow center pin thru which the vertical
traveling shaft must pass to hold the racer to the truck. The
forces generated by digging or handling heavy weights at the
boom end are thus concentrated on this pin and, being at the
center instead of the circumference of the roller path, they
are just twice as great as the sum af all the forces which
the American gib ring must stand. Those excessive forces some-
times break the center pins; the damage may extend no further,
but the top deck frequently topples off the truck, bending the
vertical traveling shaft, breaking the machinery on top, and
otherwise proving to be a very serious wreck. It is extremely
unlikely that such an accident will ever happen with the American
construction. The theory to be kept in view by this design is to
put the entire roll under compression, and to distribute the
strain generated by working the machine over as large a bearing
surface 03 possible. The A. H . & D Co. is the only builder in
America of locomotive cranes or modif ica tions of locomotive
cranes which builds a roller path in keeping with this theory.
Frictions control all operations and movements, no jaw
clutches being used. This permits the engines to run at full
speed during all operations instead of shutting them down to
throw clutches into or out of gear. The"American " frictions
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are used on all drums except the boom hoist drum. Pig. 12,
Photo 1956 shows a sectional view of this friction. The drum
shafts and frictions revolve constantly during the operation
of the machine. When the lever A is pulled or pushed into the
proper position, the friction blocks grip on the inside of the
friction casing and the drum itself revolves. The photograph
shows the friction so plainly that a detailed description is
unnecessary
Its advantages are numerous. The wear all comes on the
end of the grain of the wood blocks so they do not wear so
rapidly as if the rubbing surface were against the side of the
grain. The end of the grain will never wear so smooth as the
side of the grain, hence it affords a better frictional surface
than if the rubbing surface was on the side of the grain. The
friction is entirely enclosed so there is no oppertunity for
oil or water to get into it and make it stick or slip, either
one of which might lead to serious results; in other words,
it gives a positive acting friction. One of its chief advantages,
however, is its cushioning effect when being engaged. The
angularity of the link3 gives a varied pressure at the friction
heads similar to the pressure variation in a toggle joint. The
radial movement of the friction heads, outward is greater, hence
the pressure is less for an increment of controlling lever
motion at the first part of its stroke than the pressure for a
corresponding increment of controlling lever motion at the last
end o'f its stroke. Thus when the friction is engaged with the
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engines running at full speed there is a slippage of the
friction at the first part of the stroke during which time the
drum does not revolve as fast as the friction. The pressure
of the friction heeds on the friction casing becomes greater
as the lever is moved farther, hence the speed of the drum
approaches that of the friction until it grips tight and the
drum revolves at the same speed as the friction. The load on
the drum is thus gradually accelerated and the shock on the
machine is very much less than if a uniform multiplication of
power from controlling lever to friction heads were employed.
This cushioning effect of the friction is increased by the
elasticity of the wood.
Wear on the friction heads is taken up by turning the
thust screw farther into the thust nut until the heads have
been worn down so far that they will no longer grip. After
that, the pin at the toggle end of the link is removed and all
four links are lengthened the same distance by screwing out.
the Tee head bolts. This process is continued until the wood
friction blocks have been worn out; they are then easily re-
placed with new ones, obtained from the factory.
The boiler i3 shown in Fig. 14, Photo 1624. This boiler
receives severe use on a railroad and the usual trouble with
small vertical boilers in herd service was experienced, namely,
the tops of the flues burned out, until this design and construe
tion was adopted. There are two flue sheets in the top of the
boiler, one eight inches below the top sheet. The flues are
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rolled in this sheet, and rolled and beaded over in the top
sheet. This provides a water-tight drum, thru which the flues
pass, at the top of the boiler. The injector puts water
into this water-tight drum and eight inches of the upper end of
the flues are submerged. When more water is added to the boiler,
it displaces that already in the drum, and this water displaced
from the top drum flows thru the pipes rising from the top flue
sheet and down the outside circulating pipes into the main part
of the boiler. Thus the water may get so low that the crown
sheet is burned but the flue tops are safe because they are
submerged. Steam is taken from the space just below the lower
flue sheet.
Great care is taken to produce a first class boiler because
it must stand such severe service under varying conditions. All
rivet holes are punched undersize and then drilled and reamed,
the drill and reamer passing thru both sheets. This insures
proper alignment of the rivet holes and avoids the setting up
strains in the shell by using drift pins to line up the holes.
Good workmanship and this unique method of protecting the flue
tops provides a boiler which stands the heavy wear and tear
admirably. Three hundred sixty square feet of heating surface
in the boiler insure ample steam capacity to meet any demands
that may be made upon it.
Some objection to this boiler may be made because the steam
which it furnishes the engines is wet on account of this large
body of cold water just over the steam space. This objection

has no weight because steam economy is not considered in this
machine and the steam is so dry that the small amount of
moisture which it does contain has no appreciable influence on
the operation of the engines. It is more difficult to renew
the flues, when they are worn out, in this type of boiler than
in the ordinary "hot top" boiler but the immense advantage
gained in obviating the usual flue troubles far out-weigh this
one weakness.
This detailed description of this machine shows that its
design is in accordance with the best machine design practice
and that its construction is equally high grade. It may be
that the construction is too good for a ditching machine but a
careful analysis of the various kinds of work which it must do
will show the necessity for the first class design, materials,
and workmanship which are put into it.
11.
DITCHING.
This work is always done from the top of a train of flat
cars. Fig. 15, Photo 1174 shows the machine in actual work.
The motions are as follows, beginning with the dipper in its
present position. First, the dipper is hoisted thru the dirt;
second, the whole machine is slewed until the bucket is direct
over the car and it is dumped; third, the machine is

Fig. 15.

slewed in the opposite direction until the dipper is clear of
the car when it is lowered while the slewing motion continues
until the cutting edge of the dipper is at the shoulder of the
ditch when the dipper is nulled back into position; fourth, the
dipper is pulled back to the shoulder of the ditch; fifth, the
whole machine travels forward until in place to start the cut.
The last three motions are usually combined to save time, but
there are five distinct motions to obtain each dipperful of
dirt all of which are handled with ease by the engineer. It is
understood, of course, that the dipper is hoisted just high enuf
to clear the dirt on the car and is then held in that position
by a brake on the hoisting drum, operated by the left foot of
the operator. The fireman trips the dipper. When the machine
has moved up to the end of its rail sections it runs back to
the rear end of the rear section, A laborer then attaches the
front rail section to the short chain hanging from the center of
the boom, the boom being lowered, and it is raised to the position
shown in Pig. 8, swung around and deposited on the car behind.
The ditcher then moves to the rear end of the track section
which it has just placed and the whole train moves forward until
the ditcher is in position to start to work again. This process
is repeated until the train is loaded.
The depth of the ditch, as stated before, is regulated by
raising and lowering the boom and it may be made any depth down
to three feet, at which the boom hanger is horizontal. Work may
be done at maximum speed up to this depth. The depth may be
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increased to four feet, six inches, if necessary, by lowering
the boom still further. Ditching deeper than three feet must
be done more slowly than at shallower depths because the boom
must be raised to dump the dirt on the cars. A drainage ditch,
however, is never cut deeper than three feet, and rarely more
than two feet.
The width of the ditch is varied by varying the angle at
which the ditcher works. The width of the shoulder is varied
in the same manner. The width of the ditch may vary from about
three feet, six inches, to twenty one feet, six inches. The
shoulder may be anything up to about twelve feet from the end of
the ties, depending upon the width and depth of the ditch. This
wide range of capacity permits it to meet any condition in rail-
road drainage that are shown in the following illustrations.
Fig. 16, Photo, 1586 shows a cut on the Great Northern that has
evidently never been properly ditched. This ditch is as uniform
as the most exacting railroad man could demand. If men were
used to do this work, those working on the outside of the ditch
would be forced to walk to the cars with every shovelful, because
a man is not strong enuf to throw dirt from the outside of such
a ditch to the center of a car. This would make the work slow
•and expensive and the roots and brush growing in the ditch would
aggravate the matter still further. This ditcher meets such
situations with ease.
Pig. 17, Photo 1642 shows another type of ditching operation.
A shallow cut is being taken from an old ditch, the actual cut
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being about eight inches deep. Even in light work of this kind,
where the soil is loose, it is much cheaper to use e machine
than to do the work by hand. This photograph shows the condition
of the ditch as the machine leaves it. The bottom is sufficient-
ly smooth to carry off the water but it is not so pretty a ditch
as tho cut by hand, and most railroads provide two or three
laborers to "trim" the ditch. This ditcher is on the Soo Line.
Fig. 17, Photo 16^-2- shows a type of ditch frequently cut in
comparatively level countries. The uniformity of cross section
of the ditch and shoulder are apparent to the most casual
)to Photo
observer. Here, as in Fig.^ 1586, men digging this ditch would
have to carry the dirt to the cars and could not do much work
in a day.
Fig. 1$, Photo ' b ^7 shows conditions on the C. M. & St. P.,
in a badly neglected cut. Hand work in such a cut is impossible
owing to the heavy weeds and brush. The vegetation was so thick
that it fouled the dipper badly and the boom plunger was frequent-
ly used to force the material thru the dipper; in fact, it would
have been difficult to have accomplished much without some
mechanical method of cleaning this dipper.
Fig 20, shows a view on the Southern Ry., near Greenville,
5. C, in the mountains. This condition is more difficult to
handle than any others shown because it is so rocky. Good work
was being done in this cut but it is necessarily recluirec EOre
time than in cuts where there is no rock to contend with. A
ditcher must work at an acute angle with the track to work at all
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in such a cut because it is so narrow; hence it would be
impossible for any ditcher using a dipper to work in this cut
except the American, because all others must work at right
angles to the track when the material is stiff as this is.
Fig. 21 shows still another situation difficult to handle
because the material is so sticky. Almost every dipperful had
to be forced thru with the boom plunger in this operation.
These photos are sufficient to show the various types of
ordinary operations on railroads. The capacity of this ditcher
is about fifty yards per hour and the average daily cost of
operating it is $16.73, computated as follows;- Prices being
those current in the north. It does not cost quite so much to
operate it in the south because labor is cheaper.
Engineer @ $125 a month ---$4.80.
Fireman $1.50.
Labor S :i.50--- -$4.50.
Coal © $2.50 per ton $2 .50.
Oil, waste etc. ^1.00.
Interest and depreciation. £2.43.
v 1 6 .73.
A laborer in the north will handle about three-fourths
of a cubic yard per hour, hence it would take a gang of sixty-
seven men to equal the ditcher. This would cost $103.00
computed as follows
67 Laborers G $1.50 per aay --$100.50.
Foreman at $2.50 * '"' --------- 2.50
.
vl03.0C.
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The saving is thus *87.28 per day in ordinary work where
man can work. There are many places, however, where it would
be impossible for men to accomplish anything. The saving can
not be estimated at all in such cases. Another important item
which cannot be figured in dollars and cents is the fact that
it is possible to get work done with this ditcher and be independ-
ent of unreliable and inresponsible labor, and one chief engineer
of a large system has said that even if the machines did not
save a cent that they would still be worth the price.
111.
EMERGE* C* DITCHING.
An emergency which frequently arises on a railroad is a
"slide". A part of a bank slides into the cut and covers the
track, sometimes causing serious damage to the road bed,
delaying traffic, and causing wrecks. It must be removed at
once and the American ditcher is widely used in such cases.
It is always loaded, can be taken to the slide at train speed,
and is ready to work as soon as it arrives on the spot. If the
slide occurrs in a side hill cut, the ditcher is usually placed
on the end of the first car and takes the material from the
track first casting it over the hill. When the track itself
has been cleared, so the traffic can be taken thru, the machine
takes the dirt from the cut side of the track and casts it over,
cutting a big ditch thru to care for any further slides that
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may occur. The ditch will not prevent the slides but the
material will frequently pile up in the ditch instead of covering
the track and will not do any damage.
A slide of this kind is shown in Fig 22; this photograph
was taken on the Hampshire Southern in West Virginia. The
track is being cleared up here.
Another similar operation is shown in Fig. 23. This
occurred on the B. & 0., near Fairmont, W. Va . The slide
occurred at night and the material covered the track. The
next train ran into it, derailing the locomotive and fourteen
cars, and killing one of the engineers. The material was taken
from the right side of the track and dumped on the left side,
as shown in Fig. 24, just as close to a small stream as possible.
The telegraph wires were so low in this case that the dipper
could not swing past them and the material could not be dumped
into the creek; but the object was to dump it close to the
bank, whence it could be easily pushed into the stream. This
necessitated swinging as close to the wires as possible and
coming to a dead stop before dumping, which retarded the speed.
The material was sticky yellow clay full of stones, but even
with these adverse conditions, the material was handled at the
rate of seventy-five yards per hour.
Figs. 25 and 26, Photo 1577, show a slide which occurred
on the Pennsylvania R. R. near Columbia, Pa. This slide
occurred at night and was removed at the rate of ninety yards
an hour, as shown on the accompanying report. The train service
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caused the loss of time shown.
Pennsylvania Ry. Co.
Report of operation near Columbia, Pa.
John 0. Heap - Supervisor.
Our Erector - J. H, Spensley.
Hours Hours
Date worked Lost
Apr. 15 6 5
16 7* si.
Lineal Ft. Cars Yards Total
Ditched Loaded Per Car Yards
22 25 550
25 25 625
47 117513*
average yards per hour 90
Average time to load 1 car 17
5 Men in Ditcher Crew
5 Men in Train Crew
Material: Mud Slide
Remarks: 40 r'lats with aprons and sides
2 trains in service - 1 being loaded while the other
was being unloaded.
2 Bunkers Coal per day
3 Tanks water per day
Fig 27 shows a cut on the Idaho & Washington Nor., where a
slide occurred which threatened to blockade traffic indef ina tely
.
A ditcher was purchased and 200 laborers were put to work in
the cut to try to keep it open until the machine arrived. The
material was so wet that they could make very little headway
and their wages might almost as well have been thrown away, so
far as any tangible results were concerned. These men were
discharged as soon as the ditcher arrived and the saving amounted
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to more than £1500 per week. But these experiences show that
the machine handles this class of emergencies with remarkable
facility
.
The value for such purposes, and the general saving possible
in removing slides cannot be expressed in dollars and cents,
because each circumstance differs in the case. Several roads
have bot this machine to use primarily in removing slides.
IV.
CUT WIDENING.
Cuts on small railroads are frequently made too narrow
and must be widened as the traffic becomes heavier. The banks
are sometimes left perpendicular when the material will permit
such practise, and they are sloped back by removing part of the
dirt as soon as they show signs of caving. If the cuts were
sloped properly when first taken out, but are too narrow, the
slope is preserved and enuf dirt removed to widen them to the
proper point. The same train as is used for ditching is used
in this service and the ditcher cuts the bank away to the desired
width, removing about two feet at a time. If the material is
hard, time will be gained by opening the dipper door and
"chopping off" the dirt, permitting it to drop thru the bucket
into the ditch and then scooping it up from there. The proper
slope is given to the bank by varying the angle of the boom
with the track.

There are a number of reasons why the American ditcher
excells in this service. The chief reason is because it can
widen these cuts accurately to any desired width and slope them
properly, because the dipper is under control at all times. No
time is lost in preparing to pull out of the cut to avoid trains,
nor in preparing to dig upon returning to the cut after the
train has passed; because no outriggers or levelling jacks are
used and hence no time is required to remove them when leaving
the cut or to place them in position when returning. All of the
dirt can be loaded and carried out of the cut when needed and
the reach is long enuf to waste the dirt on the top of the
bank in most cuts, if it is desired to dispose of it that way.
A steam shovel is the only other machine that can be used
for this purpose and it is not satisfactory. A small shovel
mounted on a flat car will answer the purpose fairly well but
it can not widen cuts accurately for the same reasons, that it
cannot ditch, viz., the operator does not have absolutely fine
control of the dipper. A big steam shovel, working on the
surface track, is not satisfactory, because it can fill only
one car directly in front of it, if the dirt is needed elsewhere
and it cannot reach far enuf or high enuf to waste the dirt on
the top of the bank, except in low cuts. Furthermore, much
time is lost in removing the outriggers before leaving the cut
to avoid trains and in replacing them when returning to the cut.
These difficulties can be avoided by placing the shovel at the
side of the track and loading cars on the main track but this
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method necessitates taking out more dirt than is necessary to
widen the cut properly and after it is done on one side, the
other must be cut away in the same manner. A steam shovel
does not meet the requirments for ordinary cut widening.
V.
STEAM SHOVEL WORK.
The American ditcher is widely used as a steam shovel by
small roads that do not own a regular shovel and is frequently
used by the larger roads owning both machines to meet unusual
conditions. Fig. 28,1470 Photo, shows the machine in this
capacity. It will handle dirt as cheaply as a regular shovel
up to the limit of its capacity and sometimes cheaper, depending
on conditions.
It has a much longer reach than a regular shovel and can
therefore make a wider cut. It can dump the dirt about four
feet higher than a regular shovel. Its ability to swing in a
full circle is frequently a distinct advantage. No outriggers
are employed because the weight of the machine is directly
opposite the loaded dipper and no laborers are required to look
after them. The dipper swings at a fixed radius, consequently
the floor of the pit will remain level as long as the height
of the boom remains the same. This cuts down the number of
laborers required in the pit to keep the floor level. It is
feasable to work this machine as a shovel in a three foot or
even two and one-half foot face while a regular shovel must have
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at least four feet in which to work econimically , The capacity
will vary from seventy-five to one hundred twenty yards per hour,
depending upon working conditions. This maximum speed cannot
be maintained for ten hours because the lubrication needs
attention. It will not do work in rock which has been blasted
and which breaks in large pieces, because the dipper is too
small to handle it. It will, however, handle any material,
except rock, that a steam shovel will. A steam shovel should
be used where the output required is greater than the figures
named and where the material is rock.
The ease with which the machine can be transported from
one job to another frequently commends to a railroad. It is
usually loaded on a flat car and requires no time to prepare
it to travel in the train to the point where it is to work as
a shovel. An experienced crew of men can unload it and cut it
out to the size of the track ready to load dirt in about an
hour and a half. If a steam shovel is not ready to move, about
a half day is consumed in preparing it for shipment, and the
same length of time or more in unloading and getting ready to
load dirt after it reaches its destination. There are frequently
small steam shovel jobs on a railroad where the dirt to be moved
is not sufficient to justify installing a big steam shovel, but
where the ditcher can be installed and load the dirt much cheaper
than in any other method. Roads owning steam shovels frequently
use the ditcher in such service.

Fig. 28.
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VI.
HANDLING COAL.
Railroads sometimes find it necessary to store large
quantities of coal on the ground to provide coal during coal
miners strikes, or because they do not have sufficient storage
capacity. The machine can be used with a clam shell bucket
to unload this coal from the c^rs into the stock piles. This
method will be given later.
Most of this coal must be loaded into cars later for use
on other parts of the line, and in such service the machine is
used as a steam shovel loading from the pile into the cars.
This can be done for about half a cent per ton. Fig. 29 shows
the method.
If the stock pile is close to the track the machine can
load only one car on the adjacent track because it must work
into the end of the pile and can reach only far enuf ahead to
load a single car. A locomotive must switch the car when filled.
This situation is shown in Pig. 30, Photo 2009, taken on the
C. M. & St. P., at Galewood, 111. If the ditcher works on the
same track as the car which it is filling, as in Fig. 29, it
can fill only part of the car because the boom is not long enuf
to reach the far end. In this case the ditcher alone can push
the loaded car about slowly and a locomotive is not neeaed
except for speed. The best method of handling this situation is
to pile the coal so far from the track that the ditcher can
work on the ground between the pile and the loading track. Cars





Fig. 31.

Fig. 32.
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can be placed on the loading track and the ditcher' worked
along the face of the coal filling all the cars in front of
the coal pile. The Chicago Great Western recently used a
modification of this method where two tracks were available,
by storing the coal on the side of one track and using the ditcher
on a flat car to work along the face of the pile and load into
cars on tne second track. The ditcher propelled itself and the
car on which it was loaded by placing the dipper in the coal
pile or against a car and throwing in the traveling friction.
Obviously the ditcher itself could not move and the car was
pushed in the direction wanted. This is shown in Pig. 3D.
These coal piles in the northwest have a crust sometimes
two feet thick where the snow melts and then freezes and this
makes loading this coal very expensive. It is frequently
impossible to break thru this crust with a clam-shell bucket
and some kind of steam shovel is necessary to load it. Obviously
the ditcher makes a big saving under such conditions. It costs
about twenty cents per ton to load coal by hand from a stock
pile into a car when the coal is not frozen, hence loading at
half a cent per ton is an attractive figure to any road having
much of this work to do ana it is widely used in this capacity.
It may be thought that a large locomotive crane using a
clam-shell bucket would do this work more cheaply than the
ditcher but such has not proven to be the case. Fig. 3/ tells
the story graphically. The ditcher and the crane both started
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to load the car at the same time but the ditcher plainly loaded
more coal than the crane, tho the bucket on the latter was
much larger than the dipper on the ditcher.
Vll.
PILK LRIVER.
This ditcher is easily fitted with a pile driving outfit,
and as such, is widely used. Fig. 33, Photo 1318 shows the
machine so equipped. The leads are hung at the tip of the boom
and a double sheave is provided in place of a single sheave.
The dipper is removed and a brace run from the trunnions on the
boom in which the dipper hangs to the leads and a platform is
provided from the base of the boom running horizontally to the
leads. The hoisting drum handles the hammer over one sheave end
another line is run from the pullback drum thru the sheave at
the outer end of the platform and up over the second sheave to
handle the piles. The leads are thirty feet long and will
accomodate a pile sixteen inches in diameter, projecting twenty
four feet six inches above the track. This allows one foot for
hammer play to start the pile. The hammer weighs 153,0 pounds.
The distance from the center of the leads to the center of the
machine is twenty feet, so piles may be driven at any point in
a forty foot circle. Fig. 34 Photo 1C19 shows the leads swung
at right angles to the track. The leads are swung at the tip of
the boom like a pendulum, so that they may be "battered" to use
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in driving the outside piles in a bridge bent as shown in
Fig. 35, Photo 20G4.
This pile driving attachment is rather light for some
purposes, many engineers preferring to use a heavier hammer
and a shorter drop to obtain the same blow on the top of the
pile that this hammer with a long drop would deal. Further-
more, there are some places where the material into which piles
are driven is so hard that a heavier hammer is necessary. A
heavier equipment is shown in Fig. 36, Photo 13G1 is sometimes
provided for the larger work. These leads are fourty feet long
and will accomodate a pile thirty-four and a half feet above
the track. The pile cen be battered with these leads as with
the lighter ones. More care must be exercised in using the
set of leads than the lighter ones because of the greater-
tipping tendency and the machine should be chained to the car
or track when they are being used, except when driving directly
ahead of the car on which the machine stands.
These pile driving attachments are used principally by the
smaller roads which cannot affora to buy the larger, expensive
track drivers. A few of the large roads owning heavy pile
drivers buy this attachment, however, to ase chiefly in emergen-
cies. An experienced crew of men can erect the pile driving
attachment in less than two hours and in case of a washout or
similar emergency, it is frequently of considerable advantage to
have this attachment. The larger and heavier machines built
exclusively for pile driving will do more effective work, of
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course, but many roads do all of their work with this attach-
rcen t
.
VI 11.
GRAB BUCKET.
a
This ditcher can be arranged to operate a double line
grab bucket, as shown in Pig. 37,' Photo 2014. When used thus,
the dipper is removed and two sheaves are placed at the tip of
the boom to accomodate the two lines of the bucket. The left
hand thrust nut and screw are removed from the pullback drum
and right hand parts are substituted and connected to the
extra lever at the operator's extreme right. Thus the two
drums operate independently, and the line from each is threaded
to the sheaves at the boom tip, the line from the pullback
drum running over a fleeting sheave on top of the boom to
prevent rubbing the boom.
This bucket is used in handling coal, gravel, sand, crushed
stone, etc., out of gondola cars and for reaching material
beyond the point readied by the regular dipper. Material cannot
be handled as fast as with the regular dipper because the control
is not positive, but there are many places where the dipper
does not serve the purpose and the grab bucket alone will work.
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IX.
LOCOMOTIVE CRANE.
This machine becomes a locomotive crane when placed on
the standard gage tr^ck and the dipper removed. The tractive
effort is sufficient to enable it to push one hundred thousand
pounds capacity car loaded to its limit, or three empty cars.
Its speed, however, is only about two miles an hour. The load
at the tip of the boom may vary from 6300# to 36CO#7r, at radii
from eighteen to thirty feet. When on Lop of a flat car, this
safe load may be increased to 10000#, down to 52C0# depending
again upon the radius. This increase i< 3 permissable because
the weight of the car helps to overcome the tipping tendency.
These capacities are not so great as in a regular locomotive
crane but they are sufficiently lar^e to permit handling a
large proportion of the loads and weights on a railroad.
The locomotive crane feature is particularly valuable in
loading and unloading rails from gondola cars. When the
rail to be loaded lies at the side of the track, the train moves
slowly thruout the operation, also if the rail is to be
unloaded and placed at the side of the track for relaying.
One man on the machine, three on each side of the track and three
men in the car to guide the rail into place are usually used.
Two gondolas, one on each side of the ditches may be loaded
or unloaded, and a whole train may be loaded or unloaded if flat
cars are used. Some sort of rail handling device is becoming
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more necessary as the rails in use are being made heavier,
and this machine is being widely used in this service.
The same applies to using the ditcher as a locomotive
crane to handle timbers, ties, etc., and the equipment is
essentially the same. A good illustration of its use in this
37 W
service is shown in Fig. 33, Photo 1428, showing the construc-
tion of a bridge on the Susquehanna & New York. All of the tim-
bers were placed in position as shown in the photo.
Another locomotive crane use is that of handling wrecks.
Fig. 39, Photo 1657 shows a ditcher being used to pick up a
wreck in the south. The locomotive tender has already been
loaded and is on the flat car behind the ditcher. A single
block is usually put into the hoisting line when used in this
service and double lifting capacity thus secured. The machine
must be chained to the car or track because the lifting
capacity thus obtained is enuf to overturn the machine. A
box car, empty, is the heaviest single piece that can be
successfully handled, but the ability to do this means that a
large proportion of light wrecks can be handled successfully.
X.
LAYING TRACK.
One would not ordinarily think of using a ditching machine
to lay track, but it is frequently used in such service. Figs.
40, 41, and 42, Photos 1643, 1644 end 1645 show the method
used. The ditcher, with the dipper removed, is mounted on the
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Pig. 4C.

Pig. 41.
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first car, the rail car immediately behind, and three or four
cars of ties follow, the locomotive pushing the entire train.
The ties are piled into bundles of twelve or fifteen and are
dragged over the tie car until close enuf to the ditcher to
enable it to lift the bundle and then it is swung around and
deposited on the road-bed, and the laborers distribute the
ties. While they are being distributed, a rail is picked up
from the rail car and also deposited on the road-bed and spiked
down. A crew of twenty men can lay 3000 feet in ten hours. A
railroad usually ust-s the large special track laying machine,
if the extension is a long one, but if short, up to about
thirty miles, the ditcher will do the work well and is widely
used.
XI.
BUILDING EMBANKMENTS.
The ability of the machine to build embankments from
borrow pits at the side has not been widely utilized. The
Atlantic Coast Line, however, reports having used it success-
fully in this capacity. They put it at the side of the bank
to be built on a ber.n about nine feet wide and took the dirt
from the side away from the track and deposited it on the
road-bed. They report a substantial saving in the eost of
their embankments. It is believed that contractors owning this
machine will use it more in the future in this capacity than
they have used in the past.
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no account of the yardage was kept because it
is imnossible to do so •
DATE NO . HRC
.
coot CHARACTER OF WORK.
WORK. CREW ENGINE T
July 2 3 . 20 .00 }28.0C 5 • Moving slides
n 24 20 22.00 23.00 50 . 00 tt tt •
i» 25 20 20.75 23.00 43.75 tt H •
»i 26 30.45 23.00 53.4 5 tt •t •
n 20 2 9.35 23.CC 57.35 ti tf •
ft 23 20 O • 3 o 28.00 57 .35 tt tl •
tt 29 20 29.25 23.00 57.25 tt •
tt 30 20 29.25 28.00 57.25 •I tt •
i* 31 2Q 29.25 23.CC 57.25 H Ft •
Aug
.
tt
1 o ma
rir\OO
. Ov 23.00 64 . 30 1
1
•
2 20 36 « 9 o fN r> 64 . 30 It
M
•
ti 3 20 33.30 28.00 61.30 it • •
tt /
*± 20 33 , 90 23.00 02. 90 •
Tt 5 20 ^ U . *U ?8 . 00 53.40 tl tt •
tt G 20 32.75 2 8 . OC 60.75 •t 't •
tl 7 20 •SO 9 IT 23.00 . 60.75 tt ti •
tl Q 20 1 9 9 ^ 28.00 60. 75 tt tt
It o 20 33.90 23.00 61.90 tt
tt 10 20 28.00 61.90 tt it
•t 11 20 33 . 9C 23.00 61. 90 tt •1
Cost/Yd.400 614 .30 5l0.0C 1174 .30
tt 12 12 33.40 23.00 61.40 tl it . . 5
tt 13 12 30.75 23.00 53.75 tt ti .05
It 1 31.20 23.00 59.20 t| ti .05
tt
i 15 20 39.40 23.00 67.40 tl •t .05
16 3 30.35 23.00 53.35 tt i .06
tt 17 15 S3 .35 61.35 tt tt .05
tt 19 21 39.41 23.00 67.42 tt it
tt 21 16 32.39 23.00 60.39 tl •t
't 22 16 32.04 23.00 60.04 tt it
't 27 13 .36 14 .00 27.86 It it-
tt 29 16.47 14 ,c: 30.47 tt •t .03
tl 30 16.47 14 .00 30.47 tt n . 03
•t 16.47 14.00 30.47 n m tt • 08
ept 2 17.25 14 .00 31.25 tt tt
it 17.25 14.00 31 .25 tt ti
tt 4 16.35 14.00 30.35 it !t

44.
Week Ending. No. Cars.
Sept
.
14
»
1912 60
21
,
2 3
ii
»» ii
06 1. o it
a »t 12
,
ii
n 19, ti 83
ti 26 ii 114
. 2 »i 96
ii ii 74
t» 16, n 6C
n 23, ii 109
'i
- M
»
ii 110
Dec . '
»
ii 34
ii 1**
t
21,
n 20
n ii 26
» 28, il 61
Cu. Yds. Tatel Cost c C J \
i
Yd
.
.114
Vi ke
1363 *15o.25
A
V 5
13 31 185.75 .09
1562 175.75 .113 o
2140 131. CC .03 6
1367 131.30 .103 6
17GC 14 5.40 . 0825 5
2280 175.30 .077 \j
1920 132.10 .095 C
2029 173.45 .035 6
1504 132. 7C .12 7
2180 177 . 37 .031 o
220C 130.95 .032 6
1630 176.10 .105 6
400 91.30 .229 i
520 55.80 .107
1220 120. rc .093 4

45.
ACTUAL COST OE OPERATING
AMERICAN RAILROAD DITCHER ON THE
KNOXVILLE DIVISION OE LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD
DURING THE Iv'ONTH OF MAY, 1912.
Wages of Train Crew $ 3|8-35
Wages of Engine Crew 263. Bl
Cost of Euel and Supplies 23?. 90
Cost of Water 9 -3^
Wages of Engineer and Ei reman 160.OO
Wages of Bucket & Cable Operator 44.20
Total $1073.62
Cars handled during the month, 488, at 15 yds.
per car, 7320 cu . yds.
Average cost per cu . yd,- 14. 67 cents.
Average number of cubic yards handled per hour of
actual operation of ditcher, train and unloader , - 57, , 7.
It should be noted that this data shows the number
of cubic yards per hour handled by the overall opera-
tion, counting the time consumed by the ditcher in
loading the dirt, switching out the ditcher, string-
ing the unloading cable, running to the dump, unload-
ing, running back to the switch, switching plow and
ditcher, and running back to the cut.

DAILY,.TIME FOR MONTH OF MAY 1312
.
DITCHING WITH AMERICAN RAILROAD DITCHER, AND
UNLOADING DIRT WITH LIDGER 1,TOOD RAPID UTTLOADER ON
KNOXVILLE DIVISION OE LOUISVILLE & 7ASHVILLE RAILROAD.
DATE HOURS MINUTES
1 4 47
2 4 13
3
I it4 4 20
6 2 3
7 ^ 41
8 4 46
9 5 24
10 5 4i
11 5 34
13 4 37
14 £ I
15 6 16
16 ? 9
17 5 15
lS 5 42
20 5
21 3 47
22 5 12
23 3 42
24 4 49
25 6 14
2S 6 38
27 5 !°
29 5 i6
30 5 12
31 5 58
TOTAL 137 Hours 20 Minutes



43.
SCHEDULE OF COST OF DITCHING
SEABOARD AIR LI HE RAILWAY
BETWEEN ATLANTA , GA. AMD BIRMIMGHAM, ALA.
MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER
,
OCTOBER
,
NOVEMBER, DECEMBER, 1912,
and JANUARY, 1913-
DITCHER AND CREW
Items
Operator
1 i r eraan
2 Laborers @ 1.15
Coal, 1 ton
Oil , wa.ste , et c .
,
Co^l, 3 tons
Oil, waste, etc.
Daily, Cost,
$ 3.85
1.50
2.30
2.50
.50
10.65 $10.65
LOCOMOTIVE
TRAIN CREW
Engineer
Fireman
Conductor
2 Brakeinen ©2.50
Foreman
6 Laborers @ 1.15
7.50
1 .00
"87^0
5.00
2.25
5. Or
8.50
COMMON LABOR
17.25
2.50
6.90
9.40
17.25
9.40
TOTAL DAILY COST T45.
Daily Cost Loading Dirt Daily Cost Unljjad^in^pix1^
Ditcher and Crew $10.65
3/5 Locomotive Expense 5«1°
3/5 Train Crew ExpenselO.35
l/2 Labor Expense 4.70
2/5 Locomotive Expense §3*40
2/5 Train Cre^- Expense 0.9O
l/2 Labor Expense 4 .70
15.00I3OV8O
This report covers work done on an extremely difficult
line. The cuts were nor row and rocky and great care had
to be taken! in digging around the rocks. Many of them had
to bf lifted out of the cuts with chains end this charac-
ter of the work mr.de the opera t.ion much slower than it
vvould 'nave been otherwise and much more expensive.

49.
JULY, 1912.
LOAD UNLOAD
COST COST
CARS CU . EES. YDSBR LOADING UNLOADING PER PER T0-
DATE LOADED YDS. WORKED HOUR COST COST COST YD. . YD. TAL
7/5 14 196 $30.80 $15.00 $45.80 15.7 7.65 23.6
7/7 14 196 15.7 7.65 23.6
7/8 10 150 20 10 30.5
7/9 14 168 18.4 8.9 27.3
7/10 12 168 18.4 8.9 27.3
7/11 5 60 51.5 25 76.5
7/12 8 112 9-1/2 1.18 27.5 13.4 41
7/13 8 112 9-1/2 1.18 27.5 13.4 41
7/15 9 126 9-1/2 13.3 24.4 11.9 36.3
7/16 9 126 9-1/2 13.3 24.4 31.9 36.3
7/17 9 126 9-1/4 13.6 24.4 11.9 36.3
7/16 6 126 9-1/2 13.1 24.4 11.9 36.3
7/19 10 140 9-1/4 15.1 22 1Q 7 32.7
7/20 10 140 9-1/4 15.1 22 107 3 2 -7
7/22 10 140 9-1/4 15.1 22 1Q 7 3 2 -7
7/23 10 140 9-1/4 15.1 22 1°-? 3 2 -7
7/26 10 140 8 17.5 22 10-7 3 2 -7
7/28 9 126 24,4 11.9 36.3
7/29 9 126 8 15.7 24.4 1L9 36.3
7/24 10 140 8 17.5 22 10-7 3 2 -7
7/25 10 140 8 17.5 22 3 2 -7
7/27 9 126 8 15.7 2 4.4 3X9 36.3

so.
AUGUST, 1.9.12. LOAD
COST
CARS CU. HRS. YDS, PER LOADING UNLOADING PER
DATE LOADED YDS . WORKED HOUR COST COST COST YD. .
1
2
3
I
9
10
12
13
14
1?
lb
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
23
29
30
31
14
12
10
10
10
8
12
10
8
3
6
7
15
15
8
8
li
15
15
10
12
15
196
168
140
140
140
112
168
140
136
112
112
112
84
93
8-1/2
9
9
9
,9-lA
9 .
9-1/4
8-1/3
o
I
8-1/2
5-1/2
4-1/4
210 8
210 8-1/2
112
112
154
210
210
140
168
210
5-1/2
5-1/2
6-3/4
6-1/2
5-3A
6-1/2
21.2
19.8
15.5
15.5
15.5
12.1
18.7
15.1
16.3
12.5
14
13.2
150
23
26.2
24.7
20.4
22.4
28
31
32.2
24.4
22.4
32.3
30.80 15.00 45.80 1
li
.7
.4
22
22
22
27.4
l8.3
22
22.6
27.4
27.4
27.4
36.8
30
14.7
14.7
27.4
27.4
20
14.7
14.7
22
16.3
14.5
UNLOAD
COST
PER T0-
YD . TAL
7.64 23.4
8.9 27.2
10.7
10.7
10.7
13.4
8.9
10.7
11
13.4
13.4
13.4
17.9
16.8
7.1
7.1
13.4
13.4
9.7
7.1
7.1
10.7
8.9
7.1
32.7
32.7
32.7
40.9
27.3
32.7
33.7
41
41
41
46.'
21.8
21.8
40.9
40. <
29-U21.8
21.8
32.7
27.'
21
J
The first operator we 3 relieved August 15th, the work from
that time on being done by the new man who showed greater acii-
i ty
.

SEPTEMBER
,
1912-
OARS ou
DAT'F!jJJri. i. Xj LOADED YDS
O 18 2^2
J 16 224t- t- *T
A 1 4 196
2
J- *f 1 C)6X y VJ
o ftu J-
7
98Q 7
10 14 196
11 17 238
12 12 108
13 14 196
14 10 140
16 18 252
17 16 224
13 20 280
19 16 224
20 20 280
21 17 238
23 20 28O
24 18 252
2
£
20 280
26 20 280
27 20 280
28 21 294
30 20 .230
LOAD UNLOAD
COST COST
HRS, YDSMR LOADING UNLOADING PER PER TO-
fORKED HOUR COST COST COST YD. YD. TAL
6-1/4 40 30.80 15.00 45.80 12.2
6-1/2 34.2 13.7
6-1/2 30.2 15.7
5-1/4 37.3 15.7
3-1/4 40.5 24.4
2-3/4 34.5 31.4 15.3 46.7
5 39.2 15.7 7.7 23.4
5-3/4 41.3 12.9 6.3 19.2
4- 1/2 37.3 l 8 -3 8.9 27.2
4-3/4 41.2 15.7 7.7 23.4
2-1/2 56 22 10.7 22.7
7 36 12.2 5-9 18.2
6-1/4 35.8 13.7 6.7 20.4
7 40 11 5-4 16.3
5.3/4 39 13.8 £.720.4
7 AO 11 5.4 16.3
6-1/4 36.5 - 13 6.3 19.2
6-3/4 41.5 11 5- 4 l|-3
7-^3 32.9 12 - 2 6 1?- 2
7 40 11 5.4 16.3
6-1/2 4^ 11 5.4 16.3
7-1/4 3B.5 i- 5.4 16.3
7-1/4 40.5 10.5 5-1 15.5
6-3/4 41.5 11 5.4 16.3

r, n
*
. •
OCTOBER
,
19.12...
CARS CJ
.
DATE LOADED YDS
.
1 20 280
2 20 2o0
3 14 190
4 lb 224
5
7
20 2oU
6 84
9 14 19^
10 10 14U
T "111 J.X i. p*f
12 12 168
14 10 140
14 196
16 9 126
17 12 168
18 10 140
19 14 108
21 9 126
22 14 196
23 X?
266
24 16 224
2 ?26
18 262
10 140
28 10 140
29 13 182
30 19 266
31 18 252
HRS. YDS.PER LOADING
WORKED HOUR COST
7-1/2 37.2
7-lA 38.J?
4 48.5
6-1/4 34.5
6-1/2 43
1-1/2 56
5-1/4 37.3
4-1/4 33
5 , 51
5-1/2 30.5
3-1/4 43
4-1/2 43.5
7-1/4 17.4
6-3/4 25
3-1/2 40
5-1/2 30.5
3-1/4 39
4-3/4 41. J
7-1/4 36.8
i / 4*6-1/2 40
5-1/4 26.8
4-3/4 29.5
6-1/2 28
6-3/4 39-5
7-lA 35 •
UNLOADING
COST COST
15.00 45.80
LOAD UNLOAD
COST COST
PER PER TO-
YD . YD . TAL
11 5.35 16.4
11 5.35 16.4
15.7 7.65 23.4
13.8 6.7 20.4
11 5.35 16.3
36.8 17. 8 ^.4
15.7 7.65 23.4
22 10.7 32.7
20 9.7 29.3
18.2 9 27.2
22 10.7 ^2.7
15.7 7.65 23.4
24.4 12 36.4
18.2 9 27.3
22 10.7 32.7
18.2 9 27.3
24.4 12 3 6 .4
15.7 7.65 23.4
11.6 5.65 17.2
13.8 6.7 20.4
11.7 7.6 17.3
22 10.7 32.8
22 10.7 32.8
16.9 8.25 25.2
11.6 5.65 17.2
12.2 6 18.2

LOAD UNLOAD
COST COST
CARS CU. HRS. YDS.PER LOADING UNLOADING PER PER TO-
DATE LOADED YDS. WORKED HOUR COST COST COST YD. YD. TAL
1
2
4
I
9
11
12
13
14
\llb
18
19
20
21
22
23
26
27
2o
29
30
18
19
12
17
9
14
14
13
14
16
12
6
16
21
18
23
21
2^
17
17
10
2 52
266
168
258
126
108
116
182
196
224
168
48
225
294
200
2 52
322
294
322
238
238
140
7
6
4-1/2
6
3 s
5-2/3
4-1/2
4-1/2
5-1/4
6
2
6-1/2
6-1/2
4-3/4
6-1/3
6-1/2
5-1/2
4
36 30.80 15.00 45.80 12.2
44.5 11.6
37 18.3
^3 19.2
42 24.4
25.2 18.3
25.8 26.6
40.4 16.9
37.2
37.2 13.8
24
34.5
45
42
39.3
46
42
43
35 •
64
13.7
10.5
15.4
12.2
9.6
10.5
9.6
13 •
13
22
5.65 17.2
8.95 27.2
5.8 17.^
11.9 36.4
8.9 27.2
12.9 39.4
8.25 25.2
7.65 23.4
6.7 20.4
31.2 95
6.7 20.4
5.1 15.6
7.5 22.8
5.95 18.2
4.65 14.2
5.1 15.6
4.65 14.2
6.3 19.2
6.3 1Q.2
10.7 32.7

54 .
DECEkBER
.
1912
.
YDS .
CARS CU. KRS. PER
DATE LOADED YDS. V/ORKED HOUR
LOAD-
ING
COST
UNLOAD-
ING
COST
LOAD
COST
PER
COST YD.
UNLOAD
COST
PER
YD.
I
7
9
10
n
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
26
27
28
30
31
30
23
16
24
27
18
27
30
30
23
24
25
3 S28
27
30
16
30
420
322
210
234
336
378
2 52
378
420
420
322
336
3 50
420
392
178
420
8
. 52.5
7-3/4 41.5
30.80 15.00 45.80
5
4-1/
42
50
7-1/2 45
8
8
8-2/3
47.5
43.8
46.5
9 46.5
7- 1/4 44.4
8 42
9
,
38
9-1/4 45.5
9-1/4 42.5
8- 1/2 44.5
8-3A 48
7.35
9.6
14.7
13.7
8.15
12.2
8 .15
7.35
7.35
9.6
9.2
8.8
7.85
8.15
7.35
^.56
"4.65
7.15
6.7
4.5
3.95
5.95
3.96
3.5§
3.58
4.66
4.41
3.56
3.82
3.96
3.57
TO-
TAL
10.9
14.2
21.8
20.4
13.6
12,1
18.3
12.1
10.9
10.9
14.2
13.6
13.1
10.9
11.7
12.1
10.9
224
420
6
9
37.4
47
13.7
7.35
6.7
3.55
20.4
10.9

ft 5.
JANUARY, 19 13.
YDS.
CARS CU. HRS. PER
DATE LOADED YDS. WORKED HOUR
LOAD-
ING
COST
UNLOAD-
ING
COST
LOAD UNLOAD
COST COST
PER
COST YD.
1
2
4
6
o
10
11
13
14
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
30
31
25
30
22
25
20
22
24
21
16
24
18
16
14
18
18
6
7
12
11
6
15
15
15
350
420
308
280
308
336
294
224
336
2 52
224
196
2 52
2J2
84
98
168
l c54
14
8
1-1/3
8-1/5
|-a/3
8
6*1/2
8-1/3
7-2/3
Ll/2
8- 1/2
8-1/2
4
6
8-1/3
6
1-1/2
210 5
210 3
210 -
43.7
46.7
37.
42.
40.
40.
42.
36.8
34.4
40.4
32.8
32.
22.1
29.6
29.6
21.
16,4
20.2
25.5
56.
42.
70.
30.80 l^.OO 45.80 8.8
7.3
10.
8.8
11.
10.
9.2
10.5
13.7
9.2
12.2
13.7
15.7
12.2
12.2
36.7
31.4
18.3
20.
36.8
14.6
14.6
14.6
PER
YD
.
4 ' 3
n3.58
4. §6
4.3
4.86
4.55
6.7
4.45
5.95
6.7
7.65
5.95
5.9?
17.8
15.3
8.94
Q 7
17.8
7.15
7.15
7.15
TO-
TAL
13.1
lO.o
14.8
13.1
I6.3
14.8
13.6
15.5
20.4
13.6
18.2
20,4
23.4
18.2
18.2
54.5
46.6
27.2
29.7
54.5
21.8
21.8
21.8

56.
SMITH & WESTERN R.R.
Repctt of ditching with AMERICAN Ditcher in comparison with
hand ditching. Unloading in each case is done by hand.
Average cost of ditching and ;,nloedin£ by hand 36/
^
" " with ditcher " " " 11.9?
LABOR LOADING AND UNLOADING 3Y HAND
Month Gars Yards Cost Per Yarc
July, 1903 2200 $794,00
August " 524 3663 1373.00 .37
September " 372 2640 880. DC .34
October " 300 2100 764.00 .36
November " 280 34 SO l£5o.0C
14098 $5072 .00
LOAD I N
6
Month Cars
December, !03 324
January, '09 239
February, '09 329
March, '09 24 7
WITH DITCHER AND UNLOADING BY HAND.
Yard:
3888
3463
3948
2964
Cost
$158
253
234
223
i.aoor
v26l
157
143
150
1426i
Total
{419
415
332
372
1583
Per Yard
J. 11
.12
In four months worn with the ditched as compared with
four months hand work, approximately 25% more work, was done at
over $2500.00 saving.
(Sgd.) 3. Beckman, Sup t
.
May 4, 1909.

57.
ST. JOSEPH
Report of operc
Date Ho. r
s
Worked
.
10/7/10 2
10/3/10 zl
10/9/10 si
10/10/10 4
10/11/12 4
lO/12/lC 4l
o1 ^/l 2 ^ 1 <J
10/14/10
10/15/10 4^
10/1 6 '10 4
IO/13/IO 41
10/19/10 4
1 0/2C/10 4
J
10/21/10 4?
10/22/1
"
2
5'
& orAND ISLAND R. ft. CO.
tions at Genera and Hanover
,
Ka s .
Hours Cars Yards Total Yards
Los t
.
Loaded Per Car. Yards Ter Hr.
4 6 20 ISC 60
, 7 20 210 60
7 20 210 60
2 3 20 240 60
2 ' 8 20 240 eo
2 9 2 70 oO
2 3 20 240 120
1 11 20 22 72
1 1
r\lO 20 200 66
2 9
*7 r-
^ \j 270 67.5
l
_L 10 20 200 66.
6
2 9 20 270 60
11 20 220 72.2
1 12 20 260 30
X 10 3 200 75
2b 127 2310 Av. 69
Average yards per hour 69
" time tc load one car 25
No. men in ditcher crew 2
No. men in train crew 2 end 5
Material Wet clay sno soap stone
Average coel per day 240C#
water per day 120C gallons.
Work done Ditching.

APALACHICOLA NO!JTTJ T':RN R. R.
Report of work done by American Ditcher January 20-26
Machine used as a steam shovel filling trestles.
Jan
To n . &
Jan
Jan
Jan
22
Total
12
•12
•12
•12
•12
•12
346
2 78
521
3 71
3 98
4 91
>408
TOTAL COST
*33.00
31.62
44.32
42.95
33.93
3 9.35
COST/Jfju
{.094 3
J. L149
1158
979
an
COST PROPORTIONED AS FOLLOWS.
Cost ofi operating locomotive 3.5G//yd.
n n -t ditcher 1.71
unloading gang 3.74
" Ca.up .21 "
Total 9.16.
The above costs include all foremen, labor, fuel, sup-lies,
tc, but does not include interest, depreciation, or overhead
arg-s, Material is rJ0% sand, 10% hard dry clay;
(Cgd.) Geo. E. Lunan, Ch . Eng
;
.

59.
CHIC . GO, MILWAUKEE, & ST. PAUL RY
.
Report of coal handling operation at Galewood, 111.
ATE. HRS . WKD. HRS. LOST. CARS. TOBS/ CAR TOYAJL
25/12 ll 1 11 50 550
Average tors per hour 73.33
Average time to load one car 41 min.
20ST OP OPERATION SHOWN ABOVE
Engineer of ditcher, wages per day, *4.4G.
Pi reman 2 . 00
.
2 Laborers 1.60 3.20
Coel for ditcher 3.CC
Oil , was te
,
e tc . , .50
Interest C b% 1.16
Depreciation J 3% 1 54
Total $15.80
Cost per ton f .0337

cc.
RAIL HANDLING '..ITT!
AMERICAN RAILROAD DITCHER.
WT. OP NO. MEN RAIL" IN
RAILS. IN HAND 1 HR .BY
CRE'.« .
70#
85;?
S>0#
60d
1C0#
ioc£
RAILS IN
1 DA. BY
HAND CREW. HAND CREW
(I)
(2)
(3)
U)
(5)
(6)
60 COO 100 1000
V1 d 50 500 100 lC^u
20 30 300 7 40 4 00
8 CO COO
5 90 900
o 100 1000
NO. MEN RAILS RmILO C.V1NC
IN DITCH TORI HR . 1 DA. WITH
CRE'u . D I TCHERDITCHER DITCHER
*4o.o:
20.
25.00*
:o.oo
#1 favorable conditionc. for men - Level ground, fair weather,
yard work, ditcher took rr. derate gait - could loaa more if pushed.
Unfavorable conditiond interfere with efficiency of hand crew far
more that with ditcher crew.. Weight and length of steel does not
interfere with ditcher work in handling rails but does affect hand
crew. #1 and §2 on Northern Pacific R. R.
#3 clean u^ work after extensive relaying, all the tie plates
angle bars, arr.d scrap also being cleaned up, separate, however,
from rail loading. Cee Railway Age Gazette, Vol. 152, No. 20.
Dipper en d dipper ?rir, of ditcher we e not removed. It was not
necessary to stop the train at each; rail. Chain handling the
rail was hooked over the middle tooth of the dipper. Rails were
picked un from one side of the track at a time. Actual working
time per" day not given. Much time necessarily lost clearing for
main line trains. Ditche operating expense figured et A 15.00 pe~
dry, including crew, interest, depreciati cn , etc. Daily expense
aside from train crew handling with ditcher §29. 20, 1.3/ per rail,
or 16.5/ per ton; with all hand labor $35.00 per day, 11. C per
rail, or 26.2 / per ton. Loading ;. i th machine gained t>0f> in ef-
ficiency, cars were more uniformly loaded, ballast not damaged by
men tramping on it, and danger of hurting men eliminated. Co. Pac.
#4 Clean up work. Many rails lay down steep grades or banks
.or behind telegraph poles. Main line work, clearing for trains
necessary. 5 cars loaded with 120- 30 ft rails each per day, 160
gros-: tons. Total cost of work train, ditcher and crew, 5 labor-
ers and one foreman figured at $51.67 per day. Cost per ton elim-
inating train service 10.4/. Chicago Great Western Ry.
#6 on a test. 97 - 100;? rails weighing 11CC// each (50 tons)
were unloaded in 40 minutes. Vandalia R. R.



